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02-05-17
Trial of South Korean President Park begins
27-04-17:
Spring luncheon for Ambassadors from Asian

Demand for Laotian-made clothes in Europe

countries and Asia House partners, 26.04.17

IKEA to open up in India in 2018
24-04-17:

Upcoming Events

“White Building” plans moving slowly forward
No street food ban in Bangkok
20-04-17:

04-05-17:

Denmark and the South Korean corruption case

”Trump & Brexit, consequences for globalization and

Grandmas are epicenters in Cambodian families

Asia’s economies”, Jørgen Ørstrøm Møller, Adjunct

17-04-17:

Professor, Ambassador (ret.)

Fastest growing economies not slowing down

16-05-17:

Wildlife in the city of Singapore

Business Meeting: India Today: “Demonetization and

13-04-17:

Other Changes”

North Korea preparing ”big event”

19-05-17

Thailand respectfully celebrates Songkran

India Smart Cities Seminar at INCUBA in Aarhus

10-04-17:

22-05-17:

Indonesia: a leader responsible fishing policy

Business Forum: “The Philippines – A Continued

Alternative taxi-service helps startups in Vietnam

Growth Engine?”

06-04-17:

01-06-17:

China wants help to control outgoing cash-flow

Reception to mark the 20th anniversary of the

Philippines deploy troops to South China Sea

establishment of the Hong Kong Special

03-04-17:

Administrative Region

Laos has success in battling logging
King to approve 20th Thai constitution

Slides from previous events
18-04-17: Innovation House China-Denmark held
an interesting event on e-commerce in China.
Please see the attached files for an overview of
the seminar:
- How to get your money out of China - Jakob
Kristensen Bech Bruun.pdf
- Brand and sell your products on social media
platforms in China - Deheng Xie.pdf
- Battle counterfeits on the online platforms - Jingjing
Su Bech Bruun.pdf
20-04-17: Asia House, in collaboration with Jacob
G. Alsing, held a seminar about the strategies
that can be utilized for businesses when entering
Asian markets. "Strategies for entering Asian
Markets" - Jacob G. Alsing.pdf

Cold Spring
An old Danish proverb states that “After winter comes spring” and the sun is striving to convince
us that Spring is here despite what the thermometers indicate.
The International Monetary Fund asks in its April 2017 World Economic Outlook if the global
economy is finally Gaining Momentum, and the Asia Development Bank confirms in its Asian
Development 2017 Outlook that Asian economies continue to perform well.
In April, the ASEAN countries’ finance ministers and central bank governors met in the
Philippines and underscored the need for continued cooperation, prior to meeting with their
counterparts from China, Korea, and Japan on 5 May.
As a small, open economy Denmark yearns for predictability and commonly accepted rules –
we want to be sure that ‘after winter comes spring’ (albeit perhaps a cold one). With global
uncertainties on the rise we need to work harder to understand what to expect from the coming
seasons.
Join us in Asia House for upcoming events in May to discuss what to expect from Global
Politics and Economics with Jørgen Ørstrøm Mølller, India today with Peter Johansen, and the
Philippines as a promising market.
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